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OBJEC TIVE

It will be the purpose of this paper to enumerate some

of the more widely used techniques in attitude measurement

available for use in the industry, and to report on a survey

conducted by the author in respect to techniques now in use.

INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly apparent that our twentieth century

industrialization is bringing a number of complex problems to

the fore. The human machine that is responsible for our great

strides forward is undoubtedly the most complex mechanism of

all that we have to deal with, and extremely resistant to ob

jective analysis and subsequent evaluation. Perhaps one of the

most difficult of these problems is that of attempting to under

stand and evaluate the employee-employer relationships as

expressed through the work situation.

However, it may be seen that considerable progress has

been made in the field of human relations; but it must also be

pointed out that we have merely "scratched the surface" so to

speak, and that there is yet room for greatly increased activity

in this connection. We are, nevertheless, coming to a better,

although by no means complete, understanding of the many factors

motivating human actions and relationships.

The consideration of human desires, drives, and motivations

are extremely important essentials to the maintenance of a
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congenial work situation. The forward looking business execu

tive Is, or should become, aware of the presence of these morale

factors and should attempt to stimulate desirable relationships

between the employees and management.

This is just as true whether the workshop is out in the

forest or in the factory, and whether the scene of operations

is In the office, the mill, or in the woods. And also, no line

may rightly be drawn as to who the employing agency is; whether

it be a Private or Public Forest agency. Employee attitudes

and over all morale is a factor, or rather a group of factors,

that must be considered by the employing group in any field

of endeavor; otherwise it would be impossible to perfect a

smoothly functioning and efficiently performing organization.

These morale factors are perhaps paramount to all others, whether

the individuals concerned are performing their work singly or

collectively. The old "if you don't like the way we do things

here, you can leave" attitude is definitely becoming a thing

of the past. Present day management Is coming to realize more

and more that a better and more efficient job will be done by

their subordinates if they are "taken in" as partners in the

enterprise, and not "ground under the heel*" so to speak, of

management.

In attempting to analyze these morale factors, the execu

tives of any organization must be interested in every phase of

human behavior as it pertains to the work situation, and hence

is, through necessity, interested in the worker while the latter

is away from his job. This is important, since the way a worker
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feels and what he thinks is necessarily carried over from his

leisure hours to his work and vice versa. Viteles in his book

"Industrial Psychology" (35) quotes on page 582 from Whiting

Williams in regard to this matter as follows:

"There is an absolute impossibility of walling off

the factory from the home, the worker from the citi

zen, and of dividing the hankerings of a man's working

hours off from those of his leisure hours."

Kornhauser and Sharp, (18) in their study of "Worker Attitudes

In a Factory," also have something to say concerning this when

they draw the conclusion that:

"Work attitudes of those with 'unhappy home life'

proves to be more unfavourable than average."

In many Forestry occupations it has been within relatively

recent years that the worker has been able to enjoy any sort

of home life at all. In fact even today, it is only under con

siderable hardship that a man may have his family with him on

certain positions. Some of this work has always been more or

less characterized by a certain lack of "community life," and

these jobs are for the most part taken only by persons enjoying

this type of work.

In many cases considerable time and money have been spent

in the selection of personnel by both Public and Private forestry

organization, with a good deal of emphasis being placed on the

selection of personnel for specific jobs. This selection is

extremely important at the work level for several reasons.

First, the organization wants the best qualified men it can obtain
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for a given position. And secondly, it is especially important

in a Public Agency, since these are the workers that the average

citizen most frequently comes in contact with, and the public

forms its impressions of the service organization through its

contacts with these employees.

However, as Dickson (4) points out:

"Scientific selection and placement does not neces

sarily insure corresponding efficiency."

Most organizations will give their workers additional training

for a particular job they are to perform as well as provide

the best In equipment for the actual work situation.

The Forest Service (7) has a very complete in-service

training program with a definite attempt to place workers in a

work situation where they are best fitted. An attempt is also

made to take cognizance of the emotions and attitudes of the

individual.

All of this is done with varying degrees of success;

but, generally speaking, the only measure that Management has

of its employee morale is a subjective measure that is deter

mined by the workers immediate superior. In many instances

this is a poor measure of employee attitudes, and it may be

believed that conditions are running smoothly. Suddenly it Is

realized that something is amiss when it Is observed that

labor turnover is increasing, absenteeism is spreading, or

production is dropping. Oftentimes, supervision may be able

to put its finger on the apparent cause of the trouble and check

the difficulty; but many times Management is at a loss to



know just what is wrong. In fact, it may have little or no idea

of how its employees feel about their job, working conditions,

wages, superiors and fellow workers.

Often pressure from the outside and other underlying forces

are at work, with a resulting detrimental effect on the indivi-

dualteefficiency. This may never be known by Management and

certainly not divulged by the worker himself. As a study by

Stagner and others (29) points out:

"Executives are not good judges of what their workers

want."

They go on to say:

"A man disgruntled because of one phase of plant

activity soon becomes dissatisfied with other

features of his work situation."

This evidence is further corroborated by Moore (21) who has

this to say concerning plant morale:

"The disturbing human forces are few in number in

a plant, but they are the key to successful morale

building. They should be known and the factors

responsible for their attitude disclosed and remedied.

These conditions are only recognized when unrealized

individual values, inhibited ambitions, and quelled

aims are seen in their true light."

This breach in employee-employer relations can many times

be revealed by an employee-attitude measuring device that is

properly constructed, administered, and subsequently evaluated.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

Many times attitude is confused or used synonymously with

interest. Poffenberger (24) states on page 340:

"Feelings, attitudes, and 'liking to do' are the

essentials of every definition of interest."

This would tend to make attitudes an Integral part of interest,

but it is argued that a person may be interested in a particu

lar pursuit, and yet have a negative attitude concerning some

phases of it. We may turn to Hoppock's book, "Job Satisfaction,"

(13) for an asseveration of this when he says:

"A person may be satisfied with one aspect of his job

and dissatisfied with other features of it."

And Strong (32) on page 21 says that:

"Attitude is defined as the difference between

liking and disliking an item."

And then English in his "Dictionary of Psychological Terms" (8)

calls attitude:

"Suspended action or mere feeling."

and of Interest he says:

"In the plural, interests are dispositions defined

in terms of objects which one easily and freely

attends to, or which one regards as making a dif

ference to one's self. Interest questionnaires are

used in this sense."

It would seem then that as Poffenberger (24) remarked above:

". attitudes are an essential of a defini

tion of interest."
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And yet it may also be isolated as a separate entity and studied

as such. Thurstone (34) agrees with this when he states:

"Attitude is here used to describe potential action

toward the object with regard only as to the question

whether the potential action will be favorable or

unfavorable toward the object."

And this is what we are attempting to measure; favorable

or unfavorable employee attitudes in respect to various stimuli

having either a direct or indirect effect on the work situation.

Another word that is often confused with attitude is the

term morale. According to Webster's unabridged dictionary:

"Morale is a state of mind with reference to confi

dence, courage, zeal, and the like, especially of

a number of persons associated in some enterprise."

Graves (9) gives the following as his definition of morale:

". . .the mental attitude or state of mind dependent

on such factors as hope, confidence, enthusiasm, and

the like, the qualities of which are determined largely

by work conditions, associations, and problems."

And so it may be seen that morale is a group of attitudes

acting and interacting within the individual to affect his

responses to any given situation in a particular manner. Morale

is essentially a problem of attitudes, and when applied to

plant morale refers to worker attitudes of a large sort.
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MEASUREMENT CONTRASTED BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
FORESTRY ORGANISATIONS

As has been pointed out previously, it has been only within

recent years that any considerable degree of attention has been

focused on this problem of employee attitude measurement as

such. In the writer's rather limited experience he has come

in contact with no private forestry organizations that have,

up to the time of this writing, devoted any specific attention

to the measurement of employee attitudes. Of course, some

indirect measurement has been made by the supervisory personnel

as the workers' attitudes affected output, but for the most

part the approach to the problem has been not of trying to

2
improve attitudes, but rather one of remedying the situation by

transferring or possibly discharging the personnel involved.

And to date there have been but two studies approaching

this topic within a Public forestry agency. These are namely,

the recent study completed by Dr. Strong of Stanford University

(unpublished) on the "Interests of Forest Service Men," and

the comprehensive work of Paul Graves at New York State College

of Forestry in collaboration with the United States Forest

Service, entitled "Morale in Public Forestry Organization in

the United States."

1. In this respect a survey was conducted by the author
of some twenty-four lumber companies here in the northwest.
The results of this survey appear elsewhere in the paper, and
the actual letters received are to be found in the appendix.

2. Several companies truly recognize this problem and
are attempting the necessary adjustments in personnel policy.

3. The results of this study appear elsewhere in the
paper.
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However, considerable work has been done in the field of

attitude measurement within recent years by industry in general.

A number of rather complete and comprehensive studies are

available for consideration, and perhaps one of the more impor

tant works was that carried on in the Westinghouse laboratories

and written up by Chase (3).

In the perusal of these studies it is apparent that much

the same set of factors are responsible for human motivation

in regard to the work situation in all cases; but in unlike

situations different factors will gain more importance. And,

so it is with the forest industry. The factors affecting human

motivation will be much the same as elsewhere, except that the

variance with other industries will be in degree only. Hence

a factor in attitude or morale building that may be rated high

in, say a machine shop or assembly plant, may be rated compara

tively low out in the woods on a logging operation, and the

reverse is also true. A morale factor that would be of great

importance to a group of sawmill workers may be of relatively

slight importance to the workers out in the woods. Accordingly,

it seems apparent that although the same group of attitudes

affect worker morale irrespective of the particular work situa

tion, they do not all carry the same wight in these different

situations.

Consequently, each work situation must be carefully analyzed

to bring out those factors that are most significant and carry

the greatest weight with the workers. Then a technique must be

employed that will be a valid measure of these same attitudes
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with a minimum expenditure in time and money and yet attain the

desired results. It is through this approach to the problem

that we can give a maximum of time and attention to the needs

of a given group of workers and the individual worker himself,

with the ultimate result of bringing about an augmented degree

of coordinated and cooperative effort between Management and

the employee.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT

Available for use in the Forest industry are a number of

techniques for measuring employee attitudes. Some of these have,

and some have not, been put to use. Those techniques that have

found the widest use in industry generally will be listed here

and then discussed in considerable detail later.

Attitude may be measured either by indirect or direct

contact with the workers. Indirectly, it may be measured by,

(1) through the line organization, (2) high executives leave

their desks and go into the shop to observe and talk to workers,

(3) immediate supervisor meets with employees and report of

the meeting is sent to the management, (4) interpretation of

objective data.

Employee attitude may be measured directly in the following

manners, (1) the line interview, (2) the unguided interview,

(3) guided interview, (4) the questionnaire.

First we shall take up the discussion of attitude measure

ment by indirect methods, since these techniques have had the
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widest usage in the past but seem to be giving way in favor of

a more direct approach to the problem.

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT

Through the line organization. By this means information

passes up and down through the organization in an undistorted

form. Management knows how the worker feels about his job and

the work. The employee knows what the management is thinking

and doing.

As may be readily seen, this type of worker-owner coopera

tion is successful only in a small company and cannot be readily

applied in an extremely large and complex industrial situation;

except where the management is taken to mean the workers'

immediate superior. In fact, many workers feel that their

immediate superior is Management itself. What they think of

the company as a whole, whether favorable or unfavorable, is

many times guided by what they think of their direct supervisor.

This is perhaps only natural, since in many cases where a large

industrial concern is involved, the immediate supervisor is

the only representative of management that the worker comes

in direct contact with.

High executives leave their desks and go into the shop to

observe and talk to workers. In this way top management is

allowed to contact the workers at their stations and become

familiar with the worker as an individual, and the work he is

doing. There are several different forms this type of approach

may take. The executive may dress informally and mingle with
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the workers to find out what they are talking about, what inter

ests them most, and their attitudes towards numerous phases of

the work and their surroundings.

Or, the official may make himself known when he comes into

the shop and stop to chat in a congenial manner with the various

workers, thus tending to Instill confidence towards the manage

ment in the minds of the employees. Many times workers' gripes

may be uncovered in this manner, and it will many times open

the eyes of the management as to what is going on in the plant.

However, there are often many factors operating to make this

type of employee-employer contact impractical. Lack of the

necessary amount of time, pressing business matters that keep

him in the office, and appointments may be mentioned as a few.

When carried out in the proper spirit, and the employees

are not given an opportunity to suspect snooping or some similar

practice, this can be a very effective means of cementing re

lations between the worker and the top executives of a plant.

A few encouraging words from the company "big shots" to the em

ployee, given in a personal manner, can often go a long way

toward improving morale.

The local or immediate supervisor meets with employees and

a report of the meeting is sent to the management. This is

more or less self-explanatory, but several items may be pointed

out. Many times workers will not reveal what they really think

if they are afraid it will be held against them. They will

often weigh their ideas against the supervisor's personality

and, as a result, often refrain from exposing a condition that

in reality perhaps should be remedied.
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In an ideal situation this report will go not to top manage

ment immediately but to the personnel department where it will

be thoroughly studied and then recommendations will be sent to

management for further study and possible solution of any pro

blems that require such attention.

The interpretation of objective data. Such objective data

as production increase or decrease, rate of labor turnover, ab

senteeism, tardiness, and time lost while waiting for materials

can sometimes be attributed to employee attitudes. However,

there are so many factors that may be involved here, that it

is difficult to state with any degree of certainty whether the

increased labor-turnover, or the falling off of production, may

be likened to poor worker attitudes or whether managerial short

comings or some other circumstances are not responsible for the

condition's existence. As stated before, such conditions may

reflect poor morale among the workers, and they should be noted

as a warning signal that something is wrong and will bear further

investigation.

DIRECT MEASUREMENT

In attempting to measure employee attitudes directly, it

is perhaps well that we have the objectives of such measurement

well in mind. These are set forth quite aptly by Arthur Kolstad

(17), in his study of "Employee Attitudes in a Department Store."

He says:

"A study of employee attitudes to be of value to

management must measure these three things:
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1. A measure of over all job morale.

2. An opportunity for the employee to express his

opinion on a number of specific points concerning

the job, working conditions, feelings toward fellow

employees, relations toward superiors, an under

standing of managerial policies, etc.

3. An evaluation of specific attitudes and beliefs in

terms of correlation with general morale."

And again turning to the work by Kornhauser and Sharp (18),

they would v/arn us with a word of caution regarding the proper

approach to a study of employee attitudes when they say:

"Without a favorable setting, no amount of subtle and

refined technique will greatly help. Hence, above all

else, we would emphasize in the study of v/orker attitudes,

the necessity for creating and maintaining conditions

which make for free and frank expression, with no .,-

fears of reprisal, and no doubts but that personal

confidences will be absolutely respected."

And so it is seen that we must plan our attitude measure

ment program carefully and see that it rests on a particularly

sound footing. We must be sure that the employees are properly

prepared for it and that no false claims are made for the

survey. As Gerald Brown (2), in his study of "Job Attitude II,

Store Employee's," says:

"The chief weakness of many attitude surveys is that

they are heralded as 'cure-alls,' and not modified to

the needs of the particular business in question."
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He continues:

"They are too often 'sprung' on the workers without

the proper amount of build up. They arouse suspicions

as to management's real motives, and the results are

often more harmful than they are good."

With the foregoing purposes well in mind we shall next

look to our methods of direct measurement with a view toward

applying these principles.

The line interview. This attempted attitude measurement

technique usually takes the form of Interviews by the line super

visor of those workers under his immediate supervision. This

system may range all the way from formal to informal interviews,'

and from being guided by a definite procedure and series of

questions to be asked and answered, to an unguided interview

where the employee is allowed to " get off his chest?'' whatever

seems to be the most important at the moment. This method has

several shortcomings; among them are: (1) The employee usually

will not talk freely, since it may jeopardize his position,

either toward his superior, or perhaps toward the group, or

both. (2) The supervisor, of necessity, is usually not a trained

interviewer; since he ca -not be expected to be a good supervisor

and also an efficient and impartial interviewer. (3) The super

visor cannot get a clear picture of the numerous factors causing

employee motivation, because, as mentioned before, he is not

a trained man for this type of work.

However, if it is deemed necessary that this technique be

used for any one of a variety of reasons, the work should be
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guided in any event by a specialist, and the necessary inter

pretations of the results should be made by him.

The unguided Interview. This measurement device can, in

many instances, be most effectively used in a situation where

time nor cost is an essential element when weighed against the

importance of worker morale.

Several conditions are necessary before this technique can

be an effective approach to adequate attitude measurement studies.

One of these conditions is that the interviewer be especially

trained for his work, and skillful enough to be able to obtain

a valid measure of the workers' attitudes and motives. The

second is that the proper approach be made to the employees,

thus insuring their complete cooperation and wholehearted support.

The interviewers conducting the survey may be either em

ployed by the company in question or brought in from the outside

to carry out the venture. In making the survey it should be

pointed out to the workers that there will be strict secrecy

in everything they sa; or opinions they express to the inter

viewer. Confidence should and must be stimulated in the minds

of the workers toward the interviews, and they must be made to

realize that the fullest cooperation on their part will result

in better conditions for themselves and management as well.

In the unguided interview, the interviewer will first make

every effort to see that the interviewee is completely at ease,

and allowed to talk freely about any phase or phases of the

work situation that he has on his mind, or anything else that
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may seem to be bothering him, if at all. Whiting Williams is

quoted by Viteles (35), as follows, concerning this point, on

page 581:

"The extreme importance of the workers' feelings and

experiences, rather than his logic or reason, is a

factor in all his viewpoints and attitudes."

And, as Gerald Brown (2), says:

"What employees think is the case is far more im

portant than what may really be the case - 'It's how

they feel that counts.'"

So it may be seen that the interviewer will have to take notes

on the different points brought up in the course of the conver

sation, and he should be able to pick out and isolate those

factors In the individual's thinking that have a direct bearing

on the worker in relation to his work situation.

As mentioned above, this technique is likely to be rather

costly as concerns both time and money, but if the desired re

sults are obtained, this cost may be more than overshadowed by

increased production and worker morale; which is, after all,

the desired end.

The guided interview. This is, as the term indicates, a

guided interview, where the situation and the topics covered

are controlled by the interviewer. Whereas, in the unguided

interview, a large amount of time is spent in bringing out the

specific points in the course of the interview itself that are

determinants of worker morale; this work is seemingly taken care

of before hand in the guided interview. How well this type of
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approach gets at the root of the workers' attitudes is at least

partly determined by how thorough an analysis of employee atti

tudes has been made by those conducting the study. Thus, we

see that one inherent advanatage of this technique is in the

amount of time spent in the interview itself. Rather than to

have to wade through a lot of conversation to get at the "meat"

of the situation, and hence time consuming, as in the unguided

interview; here we have all the main points of consideration

worked out before hand, and all that we need do is to get the

workers point of view regarding them. Following this„. the em

ployee may be asked if there are any additional remarks he would

like to make, or anything additional he might like to say, with

possible leads being suggested by the interviewer himself. Like

the unguided interview, whether the measuring device will be

successful or unsuccessful depends on the skill of the inter

viewer in obtaining accurate answers and properly evaluating

them.

The questionnaire. Here we have undoubtedly the most widely

used form for measuring employee attitudes.- It lends itself

very readily to adaption to the particular situation involved,

is comparatively easj to administer, and for a large concern is

perhaps the most effective for the cost involved, other things

being equal.

The questionnaire technique consists chiefly of asking a

series of questions concerning those employee attitudes the

company is desirous of measuring. They may include questions

pertaining to the company, the particular job the worker is
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engaged in, working conditions, pay, fellow workers, etc.;

keeping in mind, of course, our three basic objectives of atti

tude measurement as given earlier in this section on page 14.

Several different types of questions may be asked; namely,

(1) the multiple choice type, where a question is asked and a

series of answers are suggested, the worker selecting the most

appropriate one in his case, (2) the question is asked and may

be answered by checking a yes or no answer, (3) a specific

question is asked and room given on the form for a written ans-

wer, (4) a combination of several of the above methods.

In their book, "Personnel Management" by Scott and others

(27), they state on page 511 as follows:

"The multiple choice type of question permits consid

erable shading of meaning when carefully constructed,

is quicker to answer, and is readily measurable by

statistical methods."

Continuing, they say:

"The multiple choice method supplemented by a few

yes or no questions has found wide use in mass investi

gation of employee morale."

It might be well, and often is of considerable value, to have

this form followed by a "remarks" section where the employee

can express some of his own ideas.

In regard to question type (3) above, this is again a

situation that involves a time consuming procedure in scoring

the answers, and for this reason is difficult to use. Also

some workers have a certain degree of difficulty In expressing
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themselves adequately on paper. Another disadvantage to this

type of question is that there may be different shades of mean

ing to the interrogation, and will very likely be interpreted

differently by different workers.

A typical example of a multiple choice type of question

is given by Richard Hull (16) in his article, "Measuring Em

ployee Attitudes," as follows:

"In your opinion are there other companies in (this city)

which treat their employees better than (this one) does?"

) all of the others are better.

) most of the others are better.

) about the same.

) this company is better than most others.

) this company is best of all.

This type of question allows for specific shades of meaning

and, as stated above, lends itself readily to statistical

analysis.

This particular form of question is used by Graves (33)

in his study of "Morale In a Public Forestry Organization in

the United States."

Some other data is usually asked for on the questionnaire

to enable management to study other factors in relation to

morale. As given by Scott and others (27), some of these are:

"Age group, length of service, earnings, education,

and marital status.

Also the department number is often asked for, so that results

of the study may be compiled on a departmental basis. This is

often very important as Hersey (11) says:
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"By this means management can usually ascertain which

departments are putting over their personnel program,

and which are not."

In the administration of the questionnaire to the employees

of a plant, it may be either administered to one department at

a time or to the whole plant simultaneously, whichever pro

cedure seems to be the most profitable in the particular situa

tion. Another point that is of utmost importance is, who will

administer the survey? Will it be the company personnel de

partment, or will it be an outside organization?

This depends for the most part on the company and its

organizational set up. If the personnel department is qualified

for the task, they may do it; otherwise it is perhaps best to

call in an outside group, experienced in such undertakings.

At any rate, whoever administers the inquiry should gather the

workers together on company time, in a suitable meeting place,

and fully and completely explain the purpose of the survey.

The employees must be assured that there will be no possible

means of checking Identities, and that it is being conducted

on a purely cooperative basis, with the goal in mind of remedy

ing, not necessarily today or tomorrow, but as soon as is prac

ticable, any evils that may exist in their mutual relations,

in working conditions, or whatever other phase of plant relations

itmay be the purpose of the survey to bring out.

It is often well to have some of the employees themselves

volunteer to pass out the blanks and again to pick them up once

they are filled out. Thus further assuring the workers that
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there is no possible means whatever of identifying personalities

On perhaps this one point the status of the whole survey may

depend. If the workers do not answer the questions truthfully

or do not feel that they can cooperate wholeheartedly in the

undertaking, it can be considered a waste of time and money.

Properly constructed, administered, and evaluated, however, it

will, as Hersey (11) says:

". . . . allow management to go directly to the

source of trouble, without spending valuable time

in guesswork."

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM SOME EMPLOYEE ATTITUDE STUDIES

Here we shall list some of the concluding high lights of

several attitude surveys conducted in the past few years to ob

tain a general idea of some of the worker attitudes that would

seem to be of importance in determining employee morale.

It might well be brought out that, since these studies have

not been conducted in industries directly related to forestry,

they are of little value. But, as has been pointed out earlier,

the factors affecting human motivation are much the same ir

respective of the given work situation, and the variance is

only in degree.

A factor that rates high in one work situation may not

rank equally high in another, but most of the same factors are

to be found influencing employee morale in every work situation.

Some will just carry more weight than others. These will be

influenced directly by the working group itself, and the working

environment.
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According to the study by Hersey (11), entitled "Employees

Rate Plant Policies," the following are the four most important

worker attitudes in 1937.

1. "Steady employment

2. Amount of pay

3. Safety

4. Fair adjustment of grievances"

The four least important were as follows:

1. "Employee stock subscription

2. Voice or share in management

3. Methods of pay

4. Chance to show initiative"

The study by Herbert Moore (21), shows the following to be

significant to workers:

1. "Many employees do not believe that the foremen are

capable.

2. Men will not be cogs in a machine; when they do a good

job, they want credit for it.

3. 20^ to 40^ of those 20 to 35 years of age are disappointed

with the progress they are making."

The work by Gerald Brown (2), entitled "Job Attitude II,

Store Employees," has the following observations to make:

1. "It disclosed the department heads that were good

profit makers but poor leaders; they,were not train

ing employees to be efficient and loyal workers.

2. It uncovered unfortunate trends before they developed

into major issues."
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A summary of "Employee Attitudes in a Department Store," by

Arthur Kolstad (17), is as follows:

The study reported here was between selling and non-selling

employees.

1. "Non-selling employees have lower morale than the

selling employees.

2. Morale among the selling employees:
a. Promotion of the best qualified workers.
b. Encouragement to offer new ideas and suggestions.
c. Understanding of difficulties of job by superior.
d. Being given needed help to get results expected.

3. Morale of non-selling employees:
a. Being given needed help.
b. Encouragement to offer new ideas and suggestions.
c. Fair hearing and square deal on grievances.
d. Promotion of best qualified person.

4. No significant differences were found between morale

of men and women and single or married workers.

5. Among the non-selling employees who had worked 1-5

years: they were found to have lower morale than

those who had worked either a longer or a shorter

period.

6. This difference (#5 above) in selling employees was

not significant."

Harold Bergen says there are nine determinants of worker

morale in his article "Measuring Wartime Attitudes and Morale"

(1). These are, in order of sequence, as follows:

1. "Worker wants to be consulted about changes affecting
his status.

2. He wants clear and complete instructions.

3. He would like to suggest better ways of doing the job.
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4. He wants an opportunity to grow in his job and receive

help when it is needed.

5. Fairness of promotional practices.

6. Fairness in discipline, employee benefits, overtime,etc.

7. A chance to discuss grievances fairly with the boss

without the fear of getting in bad.

8. Workers want information about their company; if they

don't get the facts, they get fiction elsewhere.

9. They want management to come clean with the facts and

not to camouflage them."

Scott and others (27), page 515, give a list of "Specific

Attitudes and Their Significance for Morale of a Typical Group

of Workers"; taken from a study by J. D. Houser, entitled

"Methods or Results: Profit Motive or Ego." Harvard Business

Review, Vol, XVI, No. 3, 1938, p. 294. The list, in order of

importance, is as follows:

1. "Receiving help necessary to get the results expected.

2. Being encouraged to offer suggestions and try out better

methods.

3. Being able to find out whether work is improving.

4. Reasonable certainty of being able to get fair hearing

and a square deal in case of grievances.

5. Certainty of promotion going to the best qualified

worker.

6. Encouragement to seek advice in case of real problems.

7. Being given information about important plans and

results that concern the individual's work.
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8. Being given reasons for changes that are ordered in

the work.

9. Not being actually hampered in the work by the superior,

10. Not getting contradictory or conflicting orders.

11. Being given to understand completely the results that

are expected in a job.

12. Pay assurances of increases when deserved.

13.. Being Invited to offer suggestions when new plans are

being considered.

14. Feeling that the superior understands all about the

difficulties of the individual's job.

15. Being given to understand completely the general

methods that the superior wants followed.

16. Complete definition of duties.

17. Not being responsible to too many different superiors.

18. Knowledge of other jobs in the organization that the

individual feels capable of handling and would prefer."

From the above it may be seen that different groups of

workers have shown varying degrees of preference for any one

morale-building item. However, all the workers seem to exhibit

about the same traits that tend to make them feel satisfied on

a given job.

Another point that is worthy of consideration is the fact

that pay is not the number one consideration of the workers in

these several studes. Pay certainly is Important; but beyond

a certain point where the individual has sufficient to maintain

his standard of living, it perhaps occupies a secondary position.

As the generalization by Houser (14) indicates:
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"That ego-satisfaction is an essential element of job

morale, and th6 monetary return is merely a justified

function of circumstances."

And so it is seen that other, more intrinsic values play an

extremely large part in our everyday work adjustment.

RESULTS OF PUBLIC FORESTRY STUDIES

In the study made by Graves (9) of "Morale in a Public

Forestry Organization," he finds the following twelve items to

be of significance in affecting employee morale. These are

given in order of their relative importance as follows:

1. "Personal characteristics of superiors.

2. Inspirational stimuli provided by superiors.

3. Future in the work for the employee.

4. The handling of promotions and advancements.

5. Credit by superiors for originality and accomplish

ments of the employee.

6. Weight given by superiors to the employee's ideas on

how the work should be done.

7. Treatment of the employees by the management in

general.

8. Extent of favoritism in the organization.

9. Effectiveness and fairness of the efficiency rating

system.

10. Salary.

11. Personal satisfaction in the work.

12. Manner in which disciplinary matters are handled.
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These significant factors in employee morale seem to

indicate that the characteristics, qualities, and

abilities of the employees' immediate superiors and the

attitude of the management concerning the points which

closely affect the employees are the most important

controlling influences with respect to morale."

The study made by Dr. Strong of the "Vocational Interests

of Forest Service Men,"* and referred to earlier in this paper,

indicates a possible weakness in the selection of men at the

bottom, since the interests of the Forest Service men at the

ranger level are unlike the interests of administrators. Some

of the conclusions he draws are as follows:

"It is to be wondered if the Forest Service is recurit-

ing enough men at the bottom that have interests similar

to those of top administrators to provide a good assort

ment of workers from which in later years to draw the

leaders of the organization. Recreational men, who are

more interested in people than in trees, are closer to

public administrators than are district rangers. It is

possible that some of these men will later move into the

administrative positions.

"There is a suggestion that possibly the older men with

distinctly ranger, but no administrative interests, are

dropping out of the service when promotions are not forth-

coming•

•K-Resuits of this study not to be published in any form.
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"These men are satisfied with their jobs, but should be

rewarded, not with promotion to a different type of

work, but with increased status and pay. If moved to

other types of work many of them may become misfits and

hence of little value to the organization."*

Results of both of the above studies indicate that promo

tional possibilities and the future in the work for the employee

are important considerations and should be given considerable

weight in the initial selection of workers. Of course, this

is not possible in every case, but where ever possible it should

be, and is, taken into account.

This is necessary, because it tends to help minimize, al

though not entirely alleviate, the later problem of dealing

with unfavorable worker attitudes due to these same factors.

ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT IN PRIVATE FORESTRY
AS DETERMINED BY THE SURVEY""*

A form letter was sent out to ten concerns in Oregon and

thirteen concerns in Washington and one in British Columbia.

The companies were chosen chiefly because of the size of the

organization, since it was felt that the larger organizations

would be more likely to have undertaken some sort of a personnel

program and might possibly have made some attempt at an attitude

survey.

*Not to be published in any form.

**These letters are to be found in the Appendix.
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A copy of the letter sent may be seen on page 1 of the Ap

pendix. Of the twenty-four companies written to, replies were

received from nineteen of them.

Generally speaking, the results of the survey were not too

encouraging. It is possible that this may have been due to im

proper wording of the letter sent out. It is also possible

that if more specific questions were asked, better answers would

have been received, and, consequently, more Information might

have been obtained. There is also the possibility that the

language used was not understandable as was evidenced by one

reply that was as follows: "We are unfamiliar with the term

'Techniques for measuring employee attitudes.'" I believe that

in the main, however, the language used was fairly understand

able, although some replies seemed to indicate that they wished

the letter v/as more specific in the type of information desired.

Several of the organizations had little or no apparent trouble

in determining what type of information was desired in the survey,

Some of the results obtained are summarized as follows:*

No information at all was available from eight of the

concerns that replied.

Six concerns had no separate personnel department.

In one concern no consideration at all was given to em

ployee attitudes.

In five organizations attitudes play an important part in

managerial policies.

**These letters are to be found In the Appendix.
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Three organizations stated that they provided the employee

with an opportunity to advance if he so desired.

One company said that the Union kept them posted on employee

attitudes.

One concern determined attitudes by keeping contact with

the employees.

The Union grievance committee settled all disputes in one

organization.

In five companies the employee attitudes were determined

through foreman's observation.

In one concern the employees could bring their problems to

the Personnel Department.

And one company felt the responsibility of keeping their

employees' morale high by properly training the foreman.

Most of the concerns contacted were extremely willing to

cooperate and supply as much information as they possibly could.

For this cooperation the author is most appreciative.

From the survey, it appears that some of the industry is

very forward looking and giving considerable thought to the pro

blem of industrial relations and the many intricate phases of

personnel management. While another portion of industry is just

becoming introduced to it, and a third portion seems to have

available relatively little information concerning this phase

of personnel management. As stated by one very interested

party:

"I will be greatly surprised if you find that anyone

in the lumbering industry has done much along the lines
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you are interested in. The industry has been reluctant

to move into the newer field of industrial relations,

and it has preferred to sit back while someone else

made the experimental mistakes. I am not arguing for

this attitude because there is such a thing as being too

far behind in the parade."

Another concern writes:

"I regret to inform you that this company has no es

tablished program or technique for measuring employee

attitudes whatsoever. It undoubtedly is a mistake, in

my personal opinion, but no organized or formulized

method for keeping posted on what our employees are

thinking is attempted."

A third company states:

"Personnel work is fundamentally an acknowledgment by

management that a man should be given the opportunity

to work at a job that fits him and that he be assured

of the right of redress to an authority higher than

his immediate superior, should he feel that he is the

object of any injustice.

"This procedure of personnel work is naturally inducive

to steadier and happy employment and should, when men

are plentiful, thus give us an opportunity to give

careful consideration to the selection of our employees ,

pay dividends to the employees through steadier, safer,

and more pleasant working relations, and to the company

in more efficient production."
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Another organization attempts to educate their foreman on

the "human side" of their workers.

So it would seem that the field is wide open for develop

mental work in this phase of industrial relations. As we have

seen, relatively little work has been done in this connection,

but there are a number of techniques available for use in the

industry, both public and private. Some companies seem to be

the forerunners in this work, and when others realize the

desirable results to be attained through the use of an integrated

personnel policy, and as a part of this policy, the use of

adequate devices for measuring employee attitudes, they will be

only too willing to follow the lead of others.

The benefits to be accrued are several. Among these are

increased efficiency and production, the lessened cost of labor

turnover and resulting expense of training, and the increased

employee morale and its effect on the worker to make him feel

that he is a part of the larger organization. These will all

have their effect to produce a solid foundation upon v/hich to

rest the industrial accomplishments of the future.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As we have seen, attitude measurement has been attempted

in a number of different ways. We cannot say that some methods

are good and some bad; but, I believe, we may say that they

are all good when used properly, and the limitations of each

are fully realized and compensated for. And then too, if we

augment one measure with another, so that one method covers
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up the weak points of the other, our resulting measurment tech

nique will be just that much more effective. For example, such

as combining the questionnaire with a short interview to gain

a better insight into the mechanism of the worker's mind.

Through the use of the questionnaire and possibly the guided

interview techniques, we have the most easily scored methods of

attitude measurement. This will, in many cases, eliminate un

necessary delay in remedying organizational situations that the

survey may bring to light. This in turn will tend to stimulate

confidence among the workers when they see that their suggestions

and answers have brought results; especially before too much

time had elapsed and they have had a chance to forget about the

attitude study. As Gerald Brown (2) cautions:

"Management must follow through on all suggestions de

veloped in the survey. Many of the suggestions obviously

cannot be carried out; but they must all be considered,

and the workers must know that you are considering them,

otherwise a good deal of harm may be done due to mistrust

and ill will created."

Undoubtedly, the one big problem involved, in any attempt

to measure employee attitudes, may be found in getting an honest

expression from the worker as to his actual feelings at the

moment, in relation to any particular phase of his contact with

the specific v/ork situation.

The nearest approach to this may be obtained when we have

given the employee to feel that his inhibitions relative to

revealing the actual situation as he sees it are entirely
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unnecessary. And management expresses a genuine and sincere

willingness to cooperate and hence make the survey a complete

success from the viewpoints of both labor and management.

It may be well to interpose herewith a few appropriate re

marks by Strong (30):

"The purpose here has been to emphasize that such factors

as morale, interest and purpose, are among the most im

portant, if not the most important of all considerations.

More important still, we must learn how to develop and

strengthen proper motives, under the inspiration of which,

the individual will be energized to his maximum performance."

The Forest Industry, both Public and Private, is in some

Instances realizing these employee motivations and accepting

the fact that their organization is only as efficient and ef

fective as those individuals make it that compose the organiza

tion.

With this firmly in mind and with steps taken to meet this

problem from an analytical viewpoint, it is possible that the

industry can look forward to a period of Increased stability

among its workers, with its accompanying benefits to all concerned,

t\ <\ K ..tf
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In this section will be found the actual letters received

from the various companies that responded to the form letter

that was sent out.

This letter was sent to ten companies in Oregon, thirteen

companies in Washington, and one in British Columbia. Replies

were obtained from seven companies in Oregon, eleven in Wash

ington, and one in British Columbia. The companies were sel

ected principally due to the size of the organization, since

it was felt that the larger companies would be more likely to

have set up some procedure for analyzing employee attitudes.

The letters are listed alphabetically; except for the

letter heading the list. This one is placed in this position

since the reply was received on the original and will allow

the reader to observe the letter used in the survey.

Replies were received from:

1. Walton Lumber Company, Everett, Wahington.

2. American Box Corporation, Lakeview, Oregon.

3. Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Limited, Vancouver, B.C.

4. Brooks-Scanlon Lumber Company, Inc., Bend, Oregon.

5. Eclipse Mill Company, Everett, 7/ashington.

6. Long-Bell Lumber Company, Longvlew, Washington.

7. McGoldrlck Lumber Company, Spokane, 7/ashington.

8. Medford Corporation, Medford, Oregon.

9. J. Neils Lumber Company, Klickitat, Washington.

10. Nettleton Lumber Company, Seattle, Washington.

11. Pine Industrial Relations Committee, Inc., Klamath Falls,*'
Oregon.
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12. Pope and Talbot, Inc., Lumber Division, Portland, Oregon.

13. Schafer Bros. Logging Company, Aberdeen, Washington.

14. Simpson Logging Company, Shelton, Washington.

15. Smith Wood-Products, Inc., Coquille, Oregon.

16. St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Company, Tacoma, Washington.

17. Weyerhaeuser Timber Company, Tacoma, Washington,

18. Weyerhaeuser Timber Company, Pulp Division, Longview,
Washington

19. Willamette Valley Lumber Company, Dallas, Oregon.
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Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon
April 3, 1945

Mr. Edward B. Wight, Manager
Walton Lumber Company
Everett, Washington

Dear Mr. Wight:

I am writing to you in regard to the possibility of
obtaining some information pertaining to personnel work.

At present I am a senior in the School of Forestry
here at Oregon State College, and am writing my senior
thesis on the topic: "Some Techniques for Measuring
Employee Attitudes in Forestry Occupations".

I would be very much interested in knowing what
techniques are used by your organization in determining
employee attitudes, or to what an extent this plays a part
in your personnel program. This might be either in relation
to woods work, or in the sawmill or other processing plant.

Any information that you may be in a position to pass
along to me in this respect would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

"My

Redacted for privacy



AMERICAN BOX CORPORATION
LAKEVIEW, OREGON

March 23, 1945

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

In answer to your letter of March S3, I am very
sorry that we have very little information on the topic you
wish to write about for your senior thesis. Our operation
here in Lakeview is not large enough to warrant a personnel
department, therefore we have not made any specific study
along this line. I would suggest that you get in touch
with the Weyerhaeuser Lumber Company or the Forest Service
as they may have made some survey on the personnel problem.

It is only the larger lumber companies that would
make this sort of survey. It may be that if you were more
specific in asking us a few opiestions I would be able to
answer them for you and we would be very happy to do so
if you would write us.

Yours t

Redacted for privacy



AMERICAN BOX CORPORATION
LAKEVIEW, OREGON

April 5, 1945

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

Your letter of April 2 to Mr. Passmore has been referred to me
and although we are not too certain of the information you want, I
shall give you a few suggestions that may be of some help to you.

Our operation employees approximately 175 men and these are in
five groups and under five foremen or supervisors. These groups are
logging, sawmill, yard, box factory and moulding plant. Each super
visor has between 25 and 45 men under him and is responsible for
their work. He hires and fires his own men. A man is usually hired
upon an application for some particular job in which he is skilled or
upon the recommendation of someone who knows him. The foreman having
so few men can keep a mental record of their ability and aptitude.
Men are advanced to the more skilled jobs as they show fitness for ad
vancement and dependability. Vacancies in the more skilled jobs occur
more frequently now due to the Selective Service. Our employment turn
over prior to 1942 was rather negligible. Many of our employees have
been with us for five to ten years and some even longer.

During 1942 and the years that have followed our turn-over has
increased. We have approximately 75 men serving in the armed forces,
and the appeal of the higher wages in the ship yards has added to our
lab or turn-over.

A man working at a common labor job desiring to advance talks
it over with the foreman and if there is a vacancy, he is given an
opportunity to prove his fitness for handling this job. Many of the
machine operators in the manufacturing plants learn to operate the
machines by relieving the regular operator for a short period of time
during the day and also helping in the maintenance and repair of this
machine.

If a man desires to transfer from one department to another, he
may do so if it is agreeable with the foreman involved. Our logging
operation is seasonal and many of these men work in the box factory
and moulding plant during the seasonal lay-off in the logging operation.
This, of course, is all unskilled labor as they return to the woods
each spring.



AMERICAN BOX CORPORATION
LAKEVIEW, OREGON

Page 2.

Discharges are few and this is done in cases where a man is not
willing to perform his work satisfactorily.

We hope this information is of some value to you.

Very truly yours,

RAA/s R. A. Alexander

P.S: We would appreciate very much having a copy of your thesis
when you have finished it.

Redacted for privacy



DIRECTORS:

J. H. BLOEDEL

PRENTICE BLOEDEL

S. G. SMITH •

3.
Telephone MArine 8141

Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Limited

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge,
13th and Monroe,
CORVALLIS, Oregon.

Dear Sir:

I have for acknowledgment your
letter of April 2nd asking for some informa
tion about the personnel work being conducted
in our organization. Your letter has been
handed to Mr. T.J. Jloble, Personnel Director,
with the request that he communicate with you
direct about this matter.

Yours very truly,

LOGGING OPERATIONS:

BLOEDEL . B. C.

FRANKLIN RIVER, B C

GREAT CENTRAL LAKE, B.C.
B M. FARR1S SPROAT LAKE. B C
G F. LA1NG MANU FACTURING

RDMERRLL PACI FIC COAST FOREST PRODUCTS SHINGLE MLLS
VANCOUVER. BO

Seattle Office: PORT ALBERNI, B C
1411 FOURTH AVENUE 5I° HASTINGS STREET WEST

SAWMILLS:

Vancouver, B.C. great central. b.c.
PORT ALBERNI. B.C.

April 13th, 1945

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH LIMITED

PB/g
cc-Mr. T.J. Noble

Prentice Bloedel

Redacted for privacy



Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Limited

INCOUVEB OFFICE; MANUFACTURING SAWMILLS:

904 —— PACIFIC COAST FOREST PRODUCTS S^SSl!^

P. O. BOX 650.

Port Albehm, B.C.

April 26, 1945.
AIR MAIL

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge,
13th and Monroe,
Corvallis, Oregon.

Dear Sir:

We have been requested by Mr. Bloedel,
President of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Limited, to reply to
your letter of April 2, 1945, in which you request informa
tion pertaining to Personnel work being conducted in our
organization.

It is rather difficult in a letter to

outline the techniques of personnel work being conducted in
an organization as large as ours, but I will attempt to out
line the fundamentals of personnel work along those lines.

Personnel work is fundamentally an
acknowledgement by management that a man should be given the
opportunity to work at a job that fits him and that he be
assured of the right of redress to an authority higher than
his immediate superior, should he feel that he is the object
of any injustice.

All men hired by our Company to work in
either the camps or the mills, are channelled through the
Personnel Department and from him is obtained as much informa
tion as possible pertaining to himself, to his past experiences
and to his natural inclinations. We then attempt to place him
at a job for which he has indicated a preference. He is advised
that through the Personnel Department, he may apply for transfers
if he is not suited to the work he Is doing. He is also advised
that any complaints he wishes to voice will be given every con
sideration through the Personnel Department. In this manner,
we instill in our employees, a feeling of confidence and whereas
at one time a man could be discharged at the whim of a foreman,
he now knows he has the right of redress through our department
to the superiors of line management and that in most cases,
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Hubert Pessner, Corvallis, Oregon

instead of having his employment terminated, he will be trans
ferred to another department of sent back to the department
from which he came.

This procedure of personnel work is naturally
inducive to steadier and happier employment and should, when men
are more plentiful, thus giving us an opportunity to give careful
consideration to the selection of our employees, pay dividends to
the employees through steadier, safer and more pleasant working
relations, and to the company in more efficient production.

I sincerely hope the matter contained herein
will prove of assistance to you in compiling data for your thesis
and that you are successful in your graduation excercises.

Yours very truly,

BLOEDEL, STEWART & WELCH LIMITED,

TJN/i

T. J. Mdble,
Personnel Manager.

Redacted for privacy
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Brooks-Scanlon Lumber CompanyInc.
MANU KACTCRER S OF

Deschutes (Ponderosa) Pitse

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge, 13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

Bexd, Oreoox

March 24, 1945

Referring to your letter of March 23rd, we regret

very much we are unable to supply you with the kind of informa

tion which you desire. Our operation is not large enough to

warrant a personnel department and consequently we have not

been able to make any studies along the lines which you mention

in your letter.

A J GLA330W:M3

Yours respectfully,

BROOKS-SCANLON LUMBER COMPANY INC.

Redacted for privacy
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H. W. STUCHELL

E. W.STUCI / I

•l^g^eSfTuMn-ED PAL'

OdTMfdetwGrp of Fir hirft.ber
Eoecett, Washington

April 9, 1945

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge
13th. & Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Jear Mr. Pessner:

Replying to your letter of April 3rd.,
wish to state that Mr. Stucbell is out of town and will
not be back until the latter part of the month, ./e
are sorry we cannot give you the desired information
at the present time but will have Mr. Stuchell write
you upon his return to the office.

Thank you for writing us.

Very truly yours,

ECLIPSE MILL C0MPA1

By:

BBStMS

*//?

Redacted for privacy
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LONGVIEW. WASH.

April 4, 1945

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th & Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner:

This will acknowledge your letter of April 3rd in
re the thesis you are writing.

I am passing your letter with copy of this one to
Mr. H. J. Greeley of our organization who will answer you
direct on the subject in question.

Very truly yours,

CC - HJG

R. P. Morse
Manager logging and Timber Dept

Redacted for privacy
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Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

This will

addressed to Mr. R.

for answer.

LONGVIEW. WASH.

April 9th, 1945

acknowledge your letter of April 3
P. Morse which he passed on to me

I regret to inform you that this Company has
no established program or technique for measuring employee
attitudes whatsoever. It undoubtedly is a mistake,In my
personal opinion, but no organized or formulized method
for keeping posted on what our employees are thinking
is attempted.

W© rely then, to the extent that we do take
cognizance of such factors, on off hand remarks made
to or overheard by Foremen or other Company representa
tives.

I fear this has not been very helpful byA
may I wish you luck in your thesis.

Yours

HJG/emh

truly,

freeley
ndustrial Relation's

Jupervisojr
/

Redacted for privacy



M. T. M<=GOLDRICK. Pbes Treas

DAVID E. BRONSON. Vice Pres R. C. LAMMERS. Secretary

!^JlSeLDR4^llkWS>tJ^ CO,
IDAHO

WHITE

PINE

PONDEROSA

PINE

Spokane,Wash.

DJSTJUCT 3

April 5, 1945

TO

YOUR

YARD

Mr. Hubert Pessner
Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Oorvallls, Oregon

Dear Sir:

Your letter of April 3rd addressed to Mr. Hockstrom
was passed on to me.

However, I believe you will have to take up this
with larger operators, such as Potlatch Forests, or
Weyerhaeuser Timber Company who have larger employ
ment and keep more personnel records.

^BC:C

Yours very truly,

Ko<K>LTjBIGK UJMBER CO.

Asst. Logglng/jiupt

m9goldrick
Tru-Trim

Redacted for privacy



Henry F. Chancy, president

Portland. Oregon

MEi^oRr* Corporation
NUFACTURE

PONDEROSAPINE

SUGAR PINE

MANUFACTURERS

Medford, Oregon

31 March 19^5

DOUGLAS FIR

WHITE FIR

8
George R. Birkelund

Vice President and Treasurer

Chicago. Illinois

Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner:

I have your inquiry for information on studies in
Personnel Management and am very sorry to have to advise
you that we have no such information available.

We do not maintain a Personnel Department as such,
as prospective employees are sent by our office to the
various foremen for interviews and because of our loc
ation many men are hired directly by the foremen without
ever having made application through our office. The
same systern is used for our woods operation.

Although we employ approximately k-^0 people directly
I believe you will have more success in securing the inform
ation desired from companies with at least twice the pay
roll size as ours as most companies with 700 to 300 employees
or more must necessarily maintain a Personnel Department.

As an afterthought, I might refer- you to C. L. Irving',
Secretary of the Pine Industrial Relations Committee, Inc.
of Klamath Falls, as a possible source of such information
as he at one time served for the Edward Kines Lumber Co. and
I believe he is well versed on this subject.

I am truly sorry that
along this line.

BLNutting/pr

I cannot be of assistance to you

Very truly yours,

MEDFORD CORPORATION

Manager

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY

Redacted for privacy



MILLS AT

LIBBY. MONTANA

KLICKITAT. WASHINGTON

SALES OFFICES

PORTLAND. OREGON

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

CHICAGO. ILL.

NEW YORK CITY

s—

MANUFACTURERS

<r4*

Kttokitat.Washtnj

April 6, 194$

Mr. Hubert Pessner
Phi Lodge, 13th & Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner:

In your letter of the 3d you advise that you are interested in
knowing what techniques are used by our organization in deter
mining employee attitudes, or to what extent this plays a part
in our personnel program.

;/e are currently employing 65 men and 2 women in our logging
operation, 13 men in our railroad operation and 163 men and 39
v/omen in our plant and office departments. ,7e have a Union shop
agreement and the Union represents all except store clerks, office
workers and those in supervisory and executive positions. Under
the Union Shop agreement we hire new employees and they work on
permit for 30 days, after that they are required to join the Union,

We do not have a Personnel Manager. This work is done by the
executives and the foremen in charge of the various departments.
The general practice is to hire new employees, and this is done
by the department foremen, and place them at work in the more
simple jobs. As opportunity presents itself the new worker is
given the chance to learn a job of higher classification and
when a vacany occurs is prombted. The foreman often does this
on his own responsibility but more often confers with the exe
cutive in charge of his department.

During the time that a new employee is working on a permit he
is on probation. Those not qualified to be continued in em
ployment usually eliminate themselves by quitting -the job. In
some few instances they have to be told that thejr do not fit in.
Beyond the period of probation there is still further consider
ation regarding qualifications that will permit promotion.

In these processes a good deal is learned concerning employee
attitudes. It is certainly an important consideration. In
times of manpower shortages, such as we are now experiencing,
not all of the importance this subject warrants is given its
proper weight.

We hope this will furnish information that will help you. \!e
get along well operating as we do and have the good will of the
majority of our employees.

Yours truly,

HS

Redacted for privacy
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10.

NETTLETON TIMBER COMPANY

GEN ERAL OFFICES TELEPHONE

AND MILLS p ° Box 33°5 WEST I IOO
Seattle

SEATTLE V4-

April 6, 1945

Mr. Hubert pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

Answering your letter of April 2nd I am curious to
ascertain whether you really meant what you wrote in your letter
"Employee Attitudes", or whether you really meant aptitudes.
Both of these characteristics are of interest, and there has been
a good deal of work done in the past years in an attempt to mea
sure or evaluate aptitudes. As to attitudes, management Is
naturally Interested in this characteristic which really is a part
of behavior, and the broad subject of human relations so far as
employment is concerned. I will be glad to write you further if
you will answer my question.

Your3 truly,

Supervising Engineer

HFJ/ep

Redacted for privacy



A SLIVER OR A CARGO

NETTLETON TIMBER COMPANV

GENERAL OFFICES

AND MILLS P. O. BOX 3305

Seattle

SEATTLE 14-

April 17, 1945

TELEPHON E

WEST I IOO

Mr. Hubert Pessner
Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner;

Answering yours of April 10th, the matter of
Employee Attitudes" is one that is handled regularly at our
monthly Foremen's Meeting. These Foremen's Meetings have as
fundamental objectives:

1. To bring to the surface physical and
mechanical difficulty incurring in the
Company's operations.

2. Personnel matters, and education of the
foremen in the "human side" of their
workers.

in all discussions relating to Item 2 it is fre
quently stressed that the meeting wishes no holding back on
personal criticism, but that all personal criticism must be
viewed and maintained as a constructive attitude with the ob
jective of increasing the employees interest in his work, and
insuring the betterment of his future, particular stress is
laid on helping new employees to become more quickly acquainted
with their surroundings and fellow workers. The Company sub
scribes to the publication known as "The Foreman's Letter"
Deep River, Conn., which issues asaA-monthly sheet, sample*copy
of which is enclosed.

Yours truly,

HFj/ep SuD
Enc.

Redacted for privacy



Mr. Jefferson

THE FOREMAN'S LETTER
Devoted to Reporting and Interpreting
Important Developments Affecting Supervision

Prepared on Alternate Wednesdays by the Staff of the National Foremen's Institute, Inc., and Privately Circulated.
Editorial Oiiice: 527 Fiflh Ar.nu., New York 17, N. Y.

The outlook for 1945—according to high-
policy decisions made only six months ago—
was .to have been one of peace and recon
struction in Europe; speedy termination of
the war in the Far East; and reconversion
coupled with revocation of government con
trols at home. We have suffered setbacks
since, and we have lost illusions. Stamina
and resistance of Germans and Japanese
alike have set back the clockof optimism and
hope. Moreover, what is variously called
power politics, imperialism, and selfish na
tionalism has started to make inroads on
idealism and wishful thinking. Hence, it ap
pears to many that the New Year already
shows a face marked by pessimism and
worry.

But the practical lesson for 1945 — as
drawn by both War Department and War
Production Board — is that the war's end is
indefinite, that more strenuous efforts are
needed on military and civilian fronts than
at any time past. The consequences are that:

(1) Munitions schedules have been boost
ed further. Cargo ship programs are up
20% to ease the serious shipping shortage.
(Lack of shipping now reduces sea-borne im
ports of sugar and some commodities and — politi
cally more serious — prevents the Allies from feed
ing people in many liberated areas as well
as the Germans did; and that was little enough).

Aircraft schedules have been increased 5%
from what they were just a couple of weeks
ago. And a sizeable portion of new facilities
for arms production is already under con
struction. All of this — coming on top of re
cent jumps in ammunition, vehicles, and
other supplies — puts the squeeze on steel.
(Hence, materials allocations for freight cars, rails,
trucks, farm equipment and other civilian goods
have been cut. Also, WPB will permit no more

New York, Wednesday, Jan. 3, 1945.
easing in use of copper, and lead supplies for civil
ian producers will go off 40 per cent.)

(2) The manpower pinch will become
worse because of (a) requirements for more
industrial output and (b) steadily rising war
casualties; they have reached 700,000—
about half a million since D-Day. Draft quo
tas will increase.

(3) Tightening of food rationing high
lights the fact that civilians' leanest war
days are ahead. Note also that 100 per cent
of wool textiles will go to the services in the
next five months. This is bound to reduce
fall clothing supplies for the non-uniformed.
Shoe ration stamps are being stretched be
cause Army shoe buying is going up and
hides-for-leather supplies, down. Stocks of
cotton goods — sheets, towels, shirts, under
wear — will continue to be disappointing.

Winter fuel prospect is chillier than last
year. Rumors of a rise in fuel oil allotments
were completely spiked by the military's in
creasing consumption. Tightened gasoline
allotments will make car pooling still more
general. Pressure in the same direction will
come from a drop in civilian tire production.

Also in the offing (to mention just a few
scarcities to come): Smaller newspapers and
fewer paper bags, almost no new rugs or
mattresses, less soap and paint, and reduced
supplies of soft drinks, cigarettes and match
es. Furthermore, some people won't like it
when the flow of hunting ammunition be
comes a trickle.

The Nazi attack which—Gen. Eisenhow
er said—can be converted into "our greatest
victory"—is a costly dramatization of the
need for maintenance of peak production.

Copyright, 1945, National Foremen's Institute, Inc., Deep River, Conn. Reproduction in whole or part forbidden. Printed in U.S.A.
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The coming year, it is predicted, will
bring munitions requirements for substan
tially greater military efforts than those of
the past. Thus, events on the fighting fronts
are felt in industry as a seismograph senses
a geological disturbance.

Nimbleness and foresight in the supervi
sory ranks are the qualities which are re
quired to meet continually changing de
mands. And the foreman's recurring prob
lem is how to choose men for filling the
breach when the going is hard. Thus, the pro
duction leader must keep tabs, even under
pressure, on the men available and able for
further training and development. There is
always a more than even chance that some
men under a foreman's supervision have skill
and knowledge which is not fully utilized.

Through personal contact you have, no
doubt, classified your men to some extent.
You know the more dependable, the quick
learners, the most cooperative among your
operators. There is really nothing that can
adequately substitute for this knowledge.
But that knowledge is still more valuable
when supplemented by whatever employee
information you may be able to obtain from
the records of the personnel office. Further
more, a foreman who lets his imagination
out for a run once in a while will be better

prepared to meet an extraordinary demand.
Think of this worker or that in the light of
his record and your own impressions. How
would he make out if a demand for produc
tion up umteen percent required his taking
over a key job?

Mull over your information and think of
the men you might depend on as a skeleton
crew for an emergency job. Who are capable
of handling greater responsibility? This sort
of thinking, even if the emergencies never
arise, will make your management dynamic.

Having start-to-finish knowhow of pro
duction, foremen are in a position to form a

2

pretty good judgment on at least one thing:
What ability — physical and technical — is
now demanded of rank-and-file operators,
what requirements are involved in their
present work assignments ?

An accurate answer to that question will
be very important on either emergency- or
reconversion-day. For, if the answer is vague
and foggy, the foreman — when confronted
with the job of making new work assign
ments — is going to have a hard time choos
ing the right man for the right job. And he
won't know, at least not exactly, what new
operators are needed and what old operators
should be transferred to other jobs.

It is almost impossible for a foreman to
know what his men are doing now, and how
they are doing it, unless he has actual job
descriptions. Nothing else can give you the
detailed information which will determine
whether an operator is adaptable or qualified
for the new work. Hence, it is an essential
part of a foreman's preparation for chang
ing production requirements to get up actual
job descriptions. Those foremen who have
no previous experience to guide them may
find the following suggestions helpful for
making out a job description sheet:

Title

The first column should state the job title. Set
down the name by which the job is called in your de
partment and give its number or code identification.

Work Summary

The second column should contain a summary
of the work required. Write what the operator does,
step by step. Be specific, emphasize special skill,
knowledge or strength required in each operation.

Equipment

The third column should list the equipment
with which the operator is familiar. Enumerate

all tools and machines used by him. Go into detail

when an individual tool or machine is actually used

for one specific operation only, when the operator
does not know other operations that can be per
formed with the same piece of equipment.
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Work Conditions

The fourth column should mention the condi
tions under which the work is performed. Set
down extraordinary facts such as extreme temper
ature changes, noise, hazards, and so on.

Job Family

The fifth column should refer to the so-called
job family This term is used in putting a certain
job in a group of similar jobs, requiring the same
or similar ability and training.

Accuracy
And to make the job description quite accurate,

talk it over with the men engaged in the work you
describe. Their additions and corrections will help
you to make the job description foolproof.

Whenyou are ill-tempered or troubled by
something, how do you like being blasted off
your feet by a blunt "What's eating you?"
You probably don't like it at all; and if you
give more than a grunt for an answer, you
are apt to consider yourself exceptionally
civil and good-mannered. That's a natural
reaction to all questions which, by their
brusque phrasing, seemto indicate reproach
rather than solicitude. Those questions
never produce the information you want.

Experienced supervisors are well aware
of that fact. They know that what is "eating"
an employee comes to light best when ques
tions do not put him on the defensive. On the
contrary, he must be given the impression
that he is leading the conversation. He will
then be communicative and "spill" whatever
irks him.

It takes skill and patience to get to that
point. And it takes time. For you can't brow
beat and hurry a maninto telling you what's
on his mind. On the other hand, time is al
ways precious; and a foreman has a lot of
thingsto do other than nursinga disgruntled
employee along. The thing to do, therefore,
is to have several sessions with the man who
seems to be off-balance. That will make him
tell you his story.

"Suppose you stop in tomorrow, George,
and we'll talk some more." This very act of
ending the interview often helps to speed the
solution. If the man feels that he has had a
sympathetic audience, he may blurt out
something or other about some personal
affair. He really would like the foreman's
help; and when it seems temporarily with
drawn, he is likely to try to crowd in a last
minute bit of information.

A case we have in mind involved a man
who had obligated himself for more time
payments than he could afford. He was wor
ried, rather ashamed of his bad manage
ment, and unattentive in his work. He hesi
tated to "come out with it." Wisely, the fore
man avoided pushing the man. And when the
employee, at the end of the conversation,
mumbled about a personal matter, the fore
man did not seize upon it at once. He let the
session end, and the man left.

Having received a hint of the personal
nature of the employee's trouble, the fore
man guided the subsequent conversation in
such a way that the man felt free to discuss
his affairs. Financial worry came into the
open soon enough, without any prodding
from the foreman. The two got down to brass
tacks and began to map a program for get
ting the fellow on his feet again. As his
worry was shared, it somehow appeared to
be manageable. That fact alone lifted his
spirit, and his work improved accordingly.

This incident illustrates that the value of
interviewing employees depends a great deal
on the interview method used by the fore
man. Terminating the first conversation
without much ado, the foreman made it clear
that he wasn't going to goad the employee
into a disclosure of personal matters. He
gave the man time to think things over, to
make up his mind that he wanted to get the
foreman's advice on how to overcome his
deficit. Once that decision was made, he
could talk freely and to the point.
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If all individual incomes are added together—
from that of the lowest-paid farm hand to that of
the highest-paid movie star — the total amounts
to what? To 155 billion dollars last year, govern
ment statisticians say. Biggest factor in the past
year has been the rise in government disburse
ments to the armed forces (including dependents
and discharges). Farm income rose a bit, and in
dustrial payrolls dropped a bit. Income altogether
now is stable.

Postwar goals, allowing for some retirements by
women, youngsters, and older persons, range
around 140 billions for full employment. But that
goal is based on the present price level. If prices go
down some, the goal would be around 120 billions
(1940 had an actual total of 80 billions).

******

New Deal ideas for government to provide jobs,
where private enterprise cannot, have been pro
posed in a bill to Congress. This raises the general
problem of government spending.

All postwar planning now — New Deal and con
servative — is directed towards stimulating busi
ness, through tax incentives, foreign trade encour
agement, anti-trust enforcement, and so on. Also,
all agree that severe unemployment must be re
lieved with public works, etc. But, as continuing
policy, there is strong objection to government
spending. It would greatly expand our already enor
mous public debt; and the extra taxes to pay the
interest would leave too little private income to risk
it in investments, which in turn would be burdened
by heavy taxes. Further, when public works in
vade more and more new fields that might be suited
for private enterprise, government spending dis
courages business initiative. For both reasons, it
is argued, government spending as continuing poli
cy would have to feed upon itself—by discouraging
private enterprise, there would have to be more and
more spending to make jobs. Thus we would tend
towards a government-dominated economy in
which private freedom as well as private enterprise
would ultimately suffer — repeating the experience
of the totalitarian countries.

******

As a postwar job creator, great hopes are being
placed in foreign trade. These hopes should be toned
down to reality by an understanding of the prob
lems to be met. For postwar exports cannot possi

bly maintain the wartime level which — including
lend-lease shipments of munitions — approximates
$15 billion a year. Best postwar hopes are for an
export volume of $10 billion a year.

Key to American exports is foreigners' ability
to buy — their purchasing power in American dol
lars. That is obtained (1) by selling us goods, ser
vices, and goldand (2) by Americans lending or in
vesting abroad. Our imports in 1929 were $4.4bil
lion ; they could be $5or $6billion in a year of high
business activity. Lower tariffs might boost this
another $1 billion. In addition, mainly by travel
abroad, we might make available up to another $1
billion to foreign customers. In exchange, we
could sell $6 or $7 billion a year in exports, and we
might be able to make anywhere from $1 to $3 bil
lion in profitable loans or investments abroad. So
our top export prospects run between $7 and $10
billion a year. When stacked up against $150 bil
lion national income, this may not seem so much.
But the exports wouldbe in products — machinery,
autos and trucks, other metals manufactures—for
which we will not have adequate American markets.

It will be hard to convert even these paper fig
ures into reality. There must be some assurance of
international political stability, cooperation with
the rest of the world in lowering tariffs, and gov
ernment insurance of our foreign investments.

******

Disarmament of aggressors is the principal
problem of postwar — in accordance with Point
Eight of the Atlantic Charter. When the Charter
was drawn up, over three years ago, few realized
that the degree of emphasis placed on its various
points would have to change with actual develop
ments. That's what happened. Stalin's program
for pushing Russia's and Poland's borders west
ward, and the French program for eastward expan
sion — both mean economic disarmament of Ger
many. This is ruthless. But you either want to put
an end to Germany's aggression, or you don't.

Britain and France seem to have agreed that
there must be no restoration of Italy's colonial em
pire. Italy may also have to put up with arma
ment limitation and loss of Trieste and Fiume.
Developments like these meet with criticism in this
country. Being not directly and not continually in
volved, we tend to favor more lenient treatment.
Yet, it will be difficultfor the U. S. to challenge the
policies of thosewho havesuffered from aggression.

This letter does not express the opinions of any group, association or organization. Its reports are independent,
unbiased, impartial interpretations of newsworthy events.
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PDPE &TALBDT, INC.
LUMBER DIVISION

P. O. Box 776

DALLAS. OREGON

Mar. 24, 1945.

MILLS AT

ST.HELENS. OREGON

PORT GAMBLE,WASHINGTON

CRED5DTING PLANT

ST HELENS. OREGON

CableAddress

"TALBDT"

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge, 13th & Monroe,
Corvallis. Oregon.

Dear Sir:

In reply to your letter relative to information on
personnel work, will advise you that the Dallas Operation
of Pope & Talbot, Inc. does not maintain a personnel
department at this time.

Owing to a scarcity of labor in the logging industry
we are forced to use almost every applicant for a job in
what ever capacity he may be capable of assisting in the
present war emergency, and, as a result we do not take
employee attitudes into consideration.

I would suggest that you contact Mr. H. C. Peterson,
employment manager, at the Portland offioe, 618 N. W.
Front Ave. He has oharge of all employment going thru
that office, including the St. Helens sawmill and may be
able to give you some information along this line.

CHG:WAB.

Yours very truly,

C. H. Greenwood,
Mgr. Dallas Operation.

Redacted for privacy
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PDPE & TALBDT, INC.
LUMBER DIVISION

Mccormick terminal

PORTLAND, 9, OREGON

April 5, 1945

P D RTLAND

MILLS AT

ST. HELENS. OREGDN

PORT GAMBLE.WASHINGTON

CREDSOTING PLANT

ST.HELENS. OREGON

Cable Address

"TALBDT"

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

We have for acknowledgement your letter of April 2, requesting
information with regard to employee attitudes as applied to our personnel
program.

As you no doubt know, most of our present employment work consists
of hiring labor for our logging operations and sawmills—either skilled or
unskilled workmen—and we do not come in contact with their problems and
attitudes in connection with their work.

However, we might suggest that you contact the head of the U. S.
Employment Service in Corvallis, as he may be able to give you some assistance
along this line.

Yours very truly,

POPE & TALBOT, INC.
Lumber .Division

HCP:HH

H. C. Peterson

Employment Manager

Redacted for privacy
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April 5, 1945
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Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge,
13th & Monroe,
Corvallis, Oregon.

Dear Mr. Pessner:

Mr. Albert Schafer is at present in a hospital;
and he has asked me to reply to your letter regarding our
personnel program.

This is difficult to answer particularly at this
time, and we regret there is little information we can give
you that might prove helpful. Our camps and mill are operating
short-handed and have been ever since the war started. Our
greatest efforts are needed to keep crews large enough to
operate at all. This Company has been in existence over fifty
years; and the majority of our foremen and key men have been
in the employ of this concern for twenty to thirty years. Many
of our other employes have been with us nearly as long. Of
course, along with other operators, we have had a large turnover
in labor as the loggers especially get tired of one camp and
move on to another.

These men are all affiliated with Unions and have
their grievance committees. When difficulties arise, these^
grievance committees meet with the management committee to iron
out their troubles. It has been some years now since we have
had a strike; and we try at all times to maintain a harmonious
relationship with our workmen.

We would suggest that you communicate with the
West Coast Lumbermen's Association, Stuart Building, Seattle,
as they might be able to give you some information.

Very truly yours,

^Siecretajpyy to Mr. Scl
JJ

Redacted for privacy



I-YWDDD AND DQDR DIVISIOh-

McCLEARY, WASH.

SALE5 DIVISION

SIMPSON INDUSTRIES. INC.

1010 WHITE BUILDING, SEATTLE

SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS DF

LUMBER, PLYWOOD, DOORS. SASH, SPECIAL WOODWORK

Shelton, Wash.

April 10, 1945

Mr. Hubert Pessner
Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe

Corvallis, Oregon

Deer Mr. Pessner:

Your letter cf April 3, 1945 to Mr. C. H.
Kreienbaura has been referred to me for answer. In
normal times employee attitudes are determined and
analyzed by general questioning, observation and
checking on past work records. V/e have never had
any formal plan or set up determining this except
as the different foremen have seen fit to accomplish
this. At the present time in both the woods and mill
operations we hire every applicant that can pass a
reasonable physical examination and has the necessary
clearance from the U. S. Employment Service. Because
of the general shortage of men and the additional
pressure on the foremen, little questioning and
readjustment can be done at this time.

Very truly yours,

SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY

JCE:G7

<J. C. Hansen
Personnel Manager

REED MILL DIVISION

SHELTON. WASH.

14.

SEATTLE OFFICE

1D1D WHITE BUILDING
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Smith Wood *Products, Inc.
PORT ORFORD CEDAR - DOUQLAS FIR

Coquille :-: Oregon

March 26, 19U5

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Sir:

Received your letter of March 23, and as far as
I know our organisation has not conducted any studies
along the lines indicated in your letter.

Our personnel manager is Mr. Clarence Osika and
it night be that you would want to get in touch with him.

T am sure Mr. Osika would be glad to give you any

information he might have pertaining to this work.

Verv truly vours,

•f—/-4sS t. a. Lundquist, <5upt. s ^
Redacted for privacy
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Jt. JTaul CX lacoma Lumber L<<

lacoma, Washington
2 b

company

Established 1888

April 5, 19il5

Mr. Hubert Pessner

13th & Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner:

Your letter addressed to Mr. C. L. Griggs, who
is now in the armed forces, has been directed to the undersigned.
We are unfamiliar with the term "techniques for measuring employee
attitudes" and other than our every day contact with employees in
our organization through foremen and the supervisary staff, we would
have no information available.

I regret that we are unable to be of assistance
to you in preparing your thesis.

Very truly yours,

ST. PAUL & TACOMA LUMBER COMPANY

Persnpnial Manager

HN:pm

Redacted for privacy
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V/EYERHAEUSER TIMBER COMPANY

GROWERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF WEYERHAEUSER FOREST PRODUCTS

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

GENERAL OFFICES

TACOMA 1, WASHINGTON

April 6, 1945

Dear Sir:

Your letter of March 23 addressed to Mr. Ingram,
our General Manager, has come to the writer for reply,
and in doing so regret to advise that we have no par
ticular literature available on the subject you mention.

This is a very important subject and one we have
given a great deal of time and thought to, but we have
never reduced our approach to the subject to writing
nor placed it in such form as to be suitable for dis
tribution.

A.L.Raught,Jr.
mly

Yours very truly,

Redacted for privacy
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Palp Division
Wegerhaeaser Timber Company

MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

BLEACHED AND UNBLEACHED SULPHITE FIBRE
MILLS AT

LONGVIEW , WASHINGTON
AND

EVERETT, WASHINGTON

PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO

•^K,^r>., ^rr^.^r- April 24, 19^5 PULP DIVISION
.ENERAL OFFICE * ' Weyerhaeuser Timber Co.

Longview, Washington

Mr. Hubert Pessner

Phi Lodge
13th and Monroe
Corvallis, Oregon

Dear Mr. Pessner:

Your letter of April 10th has been received, and I am
writing to advise you that in the Pulp Division we have
done nothing specifically along the line in which you
are interested.

There Is, however, a paper published by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers entitled "Non-Financial
Incentives" which you may find of interest, as it des
cribes methods being used in our pulp operations for
measuring the accomplishments of the individual.

There is also another paper which describes similar
methods in paper operations, published by the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry. This paper
is called "The Creative Workman.

The address of the A.S.M.E. is 29 West 39th Street,
New York 18, N. Y.j and the address of the Technical
Association Is 122 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

We work in the pulp and paper industry in this region
under a uniform Coast contract with the labor organiza
tions. I am enclosing a copy of the paper "Pulp and
Paper Mill Management In the Pacific Northwest Under the
N.R.A.", and also copy of last labor agreement, which
you may find of interest.

With best of good wishes, I remain

Mricerely yours,

Manager Pulp Division
R. B. Wolf

Enclosures - 2

Redacted for privacy
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Willamette Valley Lumber Co.

DOUGLAS FIR

WESTERN HEMLOCK

CEDAR

MANUFACTURERS

March 27, 1945.

DaJks, Oregon
'"ROM PORTLAND OFFICE

212 PACIFIC BUILDING

Mr. Hubert Pessner,
Phi Lodge,
13th and Monroe,
Corvallis, Oregon.

Dear Sir:

We regret very much that we are unable to
contribute anything to the subject of your letter of
March 23.

Certainly if you do determine any technics
for measuring employees attitudes in forestry occu
pations, we would be most interested in hearing about
them.

We find their attitudes fluctuate so fre
quently and so widely without apparent foundation of
any serious nature, that we can not keep track of them.

We regret very much that we can not be of
more assistance to you.

Yours very truly,

WILLAMETTE (LEY/LUMBER GO.

W3:r

Will:
Executi1 Vice President

Redacted for privacy




